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Founded in September 2016,
by a group of like-minded
students, AMEU serves as the
representative of Malaysian
economics students, both in
Malaysia and overseas.
Today, we serve as a
facilitating and convening
platform for students and
professionals alike to share
ideas, policy, knowledge and
to participate in the dialogue
surrounding us. The three
core tenets of our
organization are education
and economic knowledge,
social impact and
commercial awareness, as it
is our vision and belief that
through these fields we can
work towards building a
better society and a better
nation.
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The Association of Malaysian
Economics Undergraduates
LOGO

OBJECTIVES

Malaysia on the globe symbolises
Malaysia’s reach across the globe.

To develop leadership and strategic
capabilities amongst Malaysian
students;

MOTTO
Calibrating Equilibrium

VISION

To connect and engage Malaysian
students who are passionate in
Economics and other related
disciplines;

Building a better Malaysia and
developing student leaders
through education and economic
knowledge, social impact and
commercial awareness.

To study and formulate views,
observations and recommendations of
the Malaysian student community in
respect of the nation’s socio-economic
development.

MISSION

To foster commercial, economic and
social knowledge and awareness
amongst Malaysian students;

To be a leading student-led
organisation that is committed to
building commercial, economics
and social awareness, driving
public policy and public-private
sector discourse, leading nationbuilding activities among the
youth and developing our
members’ leadership and
strategic capabilities.
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To initiate, promote and influence
public-private sector and studentprofessional discourse and
engagement;
To collect, collate and disseminate
information relating to commercial,
industrial and other economic related
sectors, especially in the context of
Malaysia and Southeast Asia.
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Chief
Executive
Address

Chai Vinci

CE of 4th Council

I first set my foot in AMEU in December 2018 knowing little to none on what to expect. My
primary reason for joining AMEU is to explore more opportunities available as an economics
student. And I believe everyone joined AMEU as the junior executive with millions of questions
in their mind. Fortunately, through the Superday 2019 and the Annual General Meeting, I
discovered the privilege of being part of AMEU that is - getting exposed to so many aspirational,
talented and passionate young Malaysians, and I want to be one of them.
While fulfilling our founding pillars - commercial awareness, economic knowledge, and social
impact, providing opportunities to the student communities has always been the core priority of
AMEU for the past 4 years. For every initiative we work on, we make sure through the
consolidated effort from the entire council, we can add values to the student communities and
empower them. With the efforts of all highly capable leaders in our council, we will never
compromise on the quality of our events. And with the efforts of all highly capable leaders in our
council, we will never compromise on the quality of our work.
One common misperception people have on AMEU is it is designed for students from
Economics Background only and this is something we hope to address in the year to come. Our
council is made up of students from diversified backgrounds such as Actuarial Science,
Accounting and Finance and Law. This is because we strongly believe that one of the basics of
a good ecosystem of innovation is diversity and that’s where growth takes place. AMEU has
always been proud of our diversified human capital as each of them are very inspiring
individuals. We all share passion among ourselves and see the world through a similar lens. We
grow through adversity by stretching just an edge beyond our talents and experiences to
become a better self. In the year to come, there are challenges ahead. I have full confidence in
our council members having the right attitudes to face challenges and conquer them all.
To our International Advisory Councils (IAC), partners and sponsors and the general public,
thank you for placing trust and faith in us. To our forerunner, thank you for your hard works that
provided a stage for students like us to contribute our part in building a better Malaysia through
an initiative we have for the student communities. Together with efforts from all AMEU
stakeholders, we will strive for continuous improvement for the year to come.
May the year ahead be filled with opportunities where all members of AMEU will be able to join
AMEU Alumni Network as a better person, stronger leader.
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Gan Zhu Zhou

DCE of 4th Council

Deputy Chief
Executive
Address

There is always a question on my mind -- What is the purpose of a student organization? After
many sleepless nights spent planning different events, I realised that the existence of a student
organisation is to add value to students from different regions, backgrounds and ethnicities.
Furthermore, the value that is brought by each student organisation should be consistent and
unique from each other. Then, only can we assist the student community to better themselves.
Keeping to its core tenets, AMEU always strives to promote a conducive environment for
students in the discussion of economic knowledge and nation-building topics. Thus, we truly
believe that AMEU is able to have a significant impact on every single student.
I am grateful for the opportunity to hold this position in AMEU. The guidance given by my
teammates is crucial in helping me grow as a human being. Thus, my aspiration for AMEU’s
future is to create a student learning hub which does not only serve the student community, but
also pushes our own committee members out of their comfort zones during their time in AMEU
as I truly believe that stepping out of their comfort zone is the best way to learn.
Lastly, I want to acknowledge our International Advisory Council (IAC), sponsors, affiliates,
speakers, AMEU alumni and members. Thank you for your efforts and for committing your time
and advice to AMEU. Without your continued support, AMEU would not have been able to
achieve so much success in such a short amount of time. Although the journey will never be as
smooth as we wish, I hope that the current or future AMEU committee members are able to
overcome any upcoming challenges and bring AMEU to greater heights. Association of
Malaysian Economics Undergraduates will always be here to serve the students, society and
nation!
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Secretary
General
Address

Ong Lee Wei

Secretary General
of 4th Council

Since 2018, this has been my promise to AMEU, and still is - “One who wears the crown bears
the crown, and I am ever ready to bear the pain even if my crown falls. Despite how heavy the
crown is, I will continue to serve with pride and purpose.” AMEU is much more than just a
student organisation to me. It is unique, it is special. AMEU is my shelter where I feel safe
together with my comrades; AMEU is a diamond mine where it is full of precious treasure to be
hunted. I was fortunate enough to be given many learning opportunities throughout my journey
in AMEU, thank you for everything when no one else saw my potential and capabilities. It is my
turn now to give back and allow more people to realise AMEU’s potential.
Based in both Malaysia and the United Kingdom, AMEU has always been serving its purpose
and maximising its influence on the three core tenets, namely commercial awareness,
economic knowledge, and social impact. All in all, we aspire to be a platform to promote nationbuilding and awareness in both regions to unleash the power of Malaysian youths. Be it
providing the student community with exposure and opportunities, be it curating quality events
for knowledge sharing, or allowing our own AMEU members to take up leadership
responsibilities, these might be just baby steps towards our aspirations, but we believe small
impacts should never be underestimated.
I would also like to extend our deepest gratitude towards our International Advisory Council,
Partners and Sponsors, the Alumni Network, our fellow members and everyone who AMEU has
crossed paths with. We are extremely grateful to have you laid a solid foundation for AMEU and
your continuous support that makes AMEU stronger day by day. We will continue to strive for
better to bring AMEU to greater heights.
AMEU is still a relatively new student organisation and definitely a high-growth one. I am
confident that with this right team of people, the right culture and the unwavering support we
receive, it is in the near future that we can achieve many milestones together, while not
forgetting our founding philosophy.
My new journey has just started, AMEU’s one as well. We do not stop here, we will not.
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Organisational
Structure
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Organisational
Structure
Executive Council

Chief
Executive

Deputy Chief
Executive

Secretary
General
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Organisational
Structure

National Executive Council
MY Branch

Presidential
Office

UK Branch

Research

Presidential
Office

Directors

Directors

Directors

Executives
Executives
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MEET
THE
TEAM

Chai Vinci

Chief Executive

Executive
Council

Gan Zhu Zhou

Deputy Chief Executive

Ong Lee Wei

Secretary General
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MEET THE TEAM
National Executive Council
UK Branch

Gan Zhu Zhou
President

Nur Batrisya Fathima
binti Nur Mohd Ezan
Vice President

Lim Ru Jin

Secretarial Director

Shahir Faiz Bin
Shukran Nasri

Harith Danial Bin
Hanaffi

Julia Loh Hui-Ern
Research Director

Vice President

Nimmalan Murali
Lim Yong Xuan
Finance Deputy Director Corporate Relations Director

Finance Director

Low Zhen Heng

Corporate Relations
Deputy Director

Kelly Chan Yi Tong
Events Director

Rachel Lau Yen Yee

Marketing Deputy Director
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Ng Li Hui

Events Deputy Director

Siti Nurzahirah binti
Adlind Fatani
Marketing Director

Choo Tsin Hui

Human Capital & Internal
Affairs Director

Rianna Choong

Human Capital & Internal
Affairs Deputy Director
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MEET THE TEAM
National Executive Council
UK Branch

Research Executives
Lee Wei Hoong
Arif Bin Roslan
Wilfred Ang Tsu Jien
Ryan Marney

Events Executives

Feon Wong Jia Ying
Lim Jun Yuan
Yap Wing Hang
Jonson Lim Jia Sheng

Secretarial Executives Marketing Executives
Arvind Asokan
Jamie Tan

Corporate Relations
Executives
Hannis Qistina Ismail

Finance Executives

Poh Sie Wen
Ler Wei Jun

Human Capital &
Internal Affairs
Executives

Hasya Sofea binti Haizal

To Ying Yun
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MEET THE TEAM
National Executive Council
MY Branch

Edmond Yap Kam-Yuan

Vinci Chai

External Vice President

President

Ng Yi Xian

Internal Vice President

Tan Jie Ying

Evan Ng Jin Qian

Tan Xin Dee

Jacyln Hu Xin Yiu
Secretarial Director

Finance Director

Corporate Relations Director

Divya A/P Kumar

Saw Jac Khee

Ryan Chin Kit Hoe

Loh Qian Yi

Research Deputy Director

Corporate Relations
Deputy Director

Events Director

Events Deputy Director

Clarence Tong Hian Man Ngew Shwen Wern
Marketing Deputy Director
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Human Capital & Internal
Affairs Director

Marketing Director

Lay Qin Yi

Human Capital & Internal
Affairs Deputy Director
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MEET THE TEAM
National Executive Council
MY Branch

Research Executives
Lim Jia Yap
Oh Shei Ming
Anis Farzana bt Ahmad
Aishah Nadirah binti
Shamsol Kamal
Thor Qiao Hui

Secretarial Executives
Lee Yee Ling
Debra Wong Yuan Wei
Gai Mei Yin
See Tee Na

Corporate Relations
Executives

Jessy Teng Ying Jie
Gan Carlos
Chew Li Woon
Isabelle Choo Man Ning
Bethany Chew Hui Jia

Finance Executives
Chiew Chin Hang

Events Executives

Tan Siew Yee
Farah Shakirah Abdul
Karim
Nurul Amirah Bt A’zmin
Lee Jun Wei
Edward Lee Wei Jie

Marketing Executives
Muhammad Khairuddin
Harith bin Abdul Malib
Yohendran Nadar
Arulthevan
Melanie Koo Wei Wei

Human Capital &
Internal Affairs
Executives
Dania Irdina Azidi
Kuan Pooi Pooi
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International
Advisory
Council
(IAC)
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AMEU's

International
Advisory Council

is a body of distinguished
leaders who shall advise
AMEU on current trends and
its current direction; as well as
give AMEU and AMEU
Research advice and
guidance from various
perspectives and
backgrounds within a
structured and sustainable
framework.
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International Advisory Council

Tunku Zain Al-'Abidin
ibni Tuanku Muhriz

Dato' Sri Tengku Zafrul
Tengku Abdul Aziz

Sir Mark-Moody Stuart

Lord Karan Faridon
Bilimoria

Tan Sri Dato' Dr. Michael
Yeoh Oon Kheng

Tan Sri Dato' Dr. Munir
Bin Abdul Majid

Tan Sri Datuk Yong Poh
Kon

Tan Sri Datuk Rebecca
Fatima Sta Maria

Tan Sri Dato' Seri
Vincent Tan Chee Yioun

Tan Sri Sheriff Mohd
Kassim

Tan Sri Dr. Lim Wee Chai

Tan Sri Dr. Ramon
Navaratnam
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International Advisory Council

Tan Sri Tan Koon Swan

Dato' Dr. R Thillainathan

Dato' Dr. Anthony
Cooper

Datuk Sir SK Lingam

Dato' Lee Hau Hian

Datin Paduka Tan Siok
Choo

YBhg Dato' Henry
Sackville Barlow

Datuk Yvonne Chia

Dato' Ong Eng Bin

Dato' Justin Leong
Ming Loong

Dr. Elizabeth Lee Fuh
Yen

Mr. Goh Peng Ooi
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Strategic Partner
& Affiliates
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Our Strategic Partner

Our Affiliates
UK Branch
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Our Strategic Partner

Our Affiliates
MY Branch
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Our Milestones
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AMEU
Economics Summit
2019
AMEU held its annual event with the
theme of ‘The Malaysian Economy:
Awakening the Asian Tiger’. The
summit seeks to discuss how
Malaysia has always been seen as a
“tiger cub” economy despite having
the potential to become a high
income nation. This year, the AMEU
Economics Summit will explore how
Malaysia can become an Asian Tiger
by tackling challenges such as
wage stagnation and the middle
income trap while taking advantage
of opportunities such as the ASEAN
digital revolution. We had the
honour of having distinguished
speakers such as Professor Dr.
Jomo
Kwame
Sundaram,
Distinguished Professor Dr. Rajah
Rasiah and Tengku Dato’ Sri Zafrul
Aziz present as our keynote
speakers. Panel discussion topics
included the Middle-Income Trap &
Wage Stagnation and the ASEAN
Digital Revolution Panel. We would
like to extend our gratitude to those
in attendance and our sponsors for
making it possible for us to
successfully execute this event.
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AMEU
Economics Summit
2018
Themed ‘The Malaysian Project, Empowering Pioneers’, this year’s edition mainly
discussed about what lies ahead for Malaysia’s economy as the year 2020 is
around the corner and how youths will work towards achieving the future that our
forefathers envisioned. Problems such as socioeconomic inequality and the
rising cost of living that still affect grassroot were also highlighted.
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AMEU
Economics Summit
2017
Themed ‘Malaysia: Economics in the Asian Century’, the summit seeks to discuss
how Malaysia should formulate its trade policies in the Asian Century, and the
extent this is affected by the structural problems in the country, as well as how
business transactions succumb to the ripping changes in the Asian Century.
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Events with IACs
Dinner with IAC Dr. Elizabeth Lee
29 October 2019

Representatives from the UK committee had a great meet up over dinner with one of our
International Advisory Council member, Dr Elizabeth Lee, the Chief Executive Officer of
Sunway Education Group in London.

Dinner with IAC Tunku Zain Al-’Abidin ibni Tuanku Muhriz
7 August 2019

Representatives of both UK and MY branches had a great meet up over dinner with one of
our IAC, Tunku Zain Al-Abidin.
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Events with IACs
Dialogue with IAC - Tengku Zafrul
6 April 2019

Dialogue with Tengku Zafrul was held to provide participants the opportunity to network
and to understand the insights of CIMB Bank Berhad.

Coffee session with Dato’ Ong Eng Bin
23 March 2019

As a part of the coffee session series, AMEU (MY) was honoured to have Dato’ Ong
Eng Bin, the chief executive officer of OCBC bank (Malaysia) Berhad. Two topics,
namely: revolution of the banking industry and career pathway in the banking industry
were discussed with Dato’ Ong Eng Bin. We received good feedback from the
participants and aspire to continue organising this series as a sustainable and
impactful effort.
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Events with IACs
Dialogue with IAC Tunku Zain Al-’Abidin ibni Tuanku Muhriz
& Tan Sri Dr. Lim Wee Chai
17 April 2018

Following the success of the first dialogue with IAC, we carried on with the second series
of ‘Dialogue with IAC’. This time, we talked to two of the IAC members: Tunku Zain and
Tan Sri Dr. Lim.

Dialogue with IAC - Tan Sri Rebecca
9 March 2018

Our dialogue with the International Advisory Council (IAC) is an initiative that encourages
the interaction between industry professionals and the youths to enhance their
knowledge regarding trending economic issues. The topic discussed with Tan Sri
Rebecca is “Regional Economic Integration and its Threat to Domestic Labour Market”.

An Evening With Sir Mark-Moody Stuart
17 November 2017

An evening with Sir Mark Moody-Stuart was AMEU’s inaugural Distinguished Speaker
Series (DSS) with the aim of providing the opportunity for members of AMEU to listen to
the distinguished industry leaders on various socio-economic topics of interest.
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Events

Demystifying
ETW:
Opportunities Maybank London
21 January 2017 2 February 2017

ETW: Petronas
14 March 2018

The Intelligent
Investor
3 April 2017

AMEU Economics ETW: OCBC &
DEFINETECH
GREAT
10 February 2018 Essay Competition &
Trading Competition
EASTERN
26 August 2017
8 August 2017

ETW: Bank
ETW: Khazanah
Negara
Malaysia
Europe Investment
21 March 2018
Limited
19 March 2018

ETW:
CIMB Bank Berhad
Malaysia
12 December 2018

ETW:
EcoWorld
30 March 2017

Ampli-FYI MalaysianUK Students
Outreach Fair
5 August 2017

Perdana
What's Next? AMEU Presidential
Leadership Series: Debate Competition
MUSOF
Dr. Jomo
11 August 2018
23-24 September
27 August 2018
2018

Demystifying
Opportunities 2.0
10 November 2018
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ETW:
Bank Negara
4 April 2017

Jumpstart Your
Career with BMS
3 November 2018

DSS: Prof. Datuk Dr.
Denison Jayasooria
25 September 2018
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Events
Megatrends:
Game Changer of
the Future

The Malaysian
Economics Case
Study Competition

Megatrends sought to provide an
opportunity
for
the
students
to approach relevant industries through
dynamic overview in contrast with the
traditional theoretical perspective while
developing their ability to adapt to everchanging workforce.

MECSC was AMEU’s inaugural Case
Study Competition with the aim of allowing
Malaysian students to engage with
Malaysian economic issues and to apply
their economic knowledge in real-life
situations by coming up with creative ideas
in response to economic issues.

30 March 2019

6 April 2019

ETW: Ministry of International Trade and
Industry (MITI)
2 May 2019

AMEU MY Branch held Exploring The Workplace 1.0 (ETW) to the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry (MITI). We are glad to have YB Dr. Ong Kian Ming as our keynote speaker
for this event. This industrial visit provides participants with exclusive insights to the trade
industry and to widen their horizons on the importance of trade and investment to Malaysia’s
future. This event also allows MITI to uncover the potential of Malaysia’s youth and to listen
to their opinions on economic issues.
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Events
YB Tuan Wong
Chen
15 June 2019

AMEU (MY) held the second coffee
session with YB Tuan Wong Chen,
Member of Parliament for Subang. This
was a short 2.5 hours event from 1 to
3.30pm. This event was held at WORD,
Subang. Two topics, namely: the
lackluster
Fiscal
&
Economics
Performance of Pakatan Harapan and
the Power of the nation behind
Institutional reform were discussed by
YB Tuan Wong Chen. 80% of the
participants were “extremely satisfied”
with the events, content and information
about the event itself. Many stated that
why would come back for events to this
one. The Participants of the event
gained valuable knowledge and insight
about Malaysia’s political economy from
YB Tuan Wong Chen.
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What's Next? MUSOF 2.0
30 July 2019

MUSOF was designed to provide an
insider’s
view
into
how
undergraduate courses are run in different
universities in UK.

What's Up Warwick!
12 October 2019

What's Up Warwick! was an event
organized for freshers looking to kickstart
their journey to establish their career
pathway or for those who are just curious
about what lies ahead as a university
student. This event covered a networking
and pitching session as well as a panel
with student speakers who shared their
journey in pursuing their career pathways.
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Events
The Economics of Happiness
28 November 2019

The ‘Economics of Happiness’ was the first
academic event, co-hosting with Warwick
Malaysian Students Association to help students
to explore the ways in measuring their happiness
from an economics perspective. Professor
Nattavudh (Nick) Powdthavee from University of
Warwick was invited as a speaker to provide
students with an insight into the economics of
happiness and well-being.

Professor Dr Edmund Terence Gomez
18 January 2020

At the new beginning of 2020, AMEU (MY) held a
coffee session with Prof Dr Edmund Terence
Gomez,a prominent Professor of Political
Economy at University of Malaysia (UM). Themed
as “The Way Forward for Malaysia 2020”, Prof
Terence covered discussions on race-based
policies and how they affect employment in the
economics and enterprise development.The
session received good feedback from participants
as it was an engaging and comprehensive one.

Investment & Trading Workshop
29 February 2020

Through this workshop, participants gained
practical insights in online trading and investment
tools which they can put to use immediately. Mr.
Rehan Latif, managing director of Morgan Stanley
and an expert from the investing & trading sector
was invited to give a talk about the relevant skills
& tools that can help individuals who are
interested in becoming startup investors and
traders.
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AMEU
Research
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AMEU Research

Established in 2017,
was created in line with one of the three core pillars of AMEU,
academic knowledge. AMEU Research was founded as a
platform for students to share their opinions in a moderated
environment and to share economic knowledge with others.
Besides creating content for AMEU events, AMEU Research
currently has several initiatives and projects:

EConsider

EconBites

EConsider is a series of
evidence-based articles written
by members of the AMEU
Research team about economic
topics of members’ personal
interest and is published on a
monthly basis. EConsider aims
to foster commercial, economic
and social awareness among
students. The name “EConsider”
serves as a reminder for readers
to critically rethink information
that is given to them and to form
their own opinions about current
issues. Some of the topics
published in EConsider include
cryptocurrencies, Islamic finance
and the Malaysian taxation
system.

EconBites is an initiative by
AMEU Research, aimed at
enabling students to stay
updated with current economic
news. EconBites comprise of the
top economic news headlines
from Malaysia, the UK and the
world, posted weekly on all our
social media platforms. Readers
would only need to spend three
minutes of their week to stay
updated with the latest
economic news.
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AMEU Research
EConfused
EConfused is the latest initiative
by AMEU Research to make
economics more accessible to all
students. The AMEU Research
team breaks down complex
economics jargon into easily
digested definitions that can be
understood by all, including
students with no background in
economics. By helping them to
better understand complex
economic terms and to apply
them to their daily lives, we hope
to foster a sense of appreciation
for economics among students.
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AMEU Research
Project
AMEU Research is undertaking
our own economics research
project, entitled “The Foreign
Graduate Premium in the
Malaysian Labour Market”. This
is currently being carried out
under the mentorship of
academics from the UK and
Malaysia. The aims of this project
are:To enable AMEU Research
members to apply the skills
learnt at university in real life.To
facilitate the sharing of skills and
knowledge between students.
To foster a sense of appreciation
for economic research among
students. To share knowledge
about the Malaysian labour
market with current and
prospective university students.
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